Modern data centers increasingly employ FPGA-based heterogeneous acceleration platforms as a result of their great potential for continued performance and energy efficiency. Today, FPGAs provide more hardware parallelism than is possible with GPUs or CPUs, whereas C-like programming environments facilitate shorter development time, even close to software cycles. In this work, we address limitations and overheads in access and transfer of data to accelerators over common CPU-accelerator interconnects such as PCIe. We present three different FPGA accelerator dispatching methods for streaming applications (e.g., multimedia, vision computing). The first uses zero-copy data transfers and on-chip scratchpad memory (SPM) for energy efficiency, and the second uses also zero-copy but shared copy engines among different accelerator instances and local external memory. The third uses the processor's memory management unit to acquire the physical address of user pages and uses scatter-gather data transfers with SPM. Even though all techniques exhibit advantages in terms of scalability and relieve the processor from control overheads through using integrated schedulers, the first method presents the best energy-efficient acceleration in streaming applications.
INTRODUCTION
A progressive landscape in architecture and software emerges with an increasing trend to move beyond homogeneous parallelism. Accelerators complement CPU cores to enhance single thread performance with tightly coupled accelerators or complement multicore performance with loosely coupled accelerators through PCIe, InfiniBand, or QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) attach. In addition, in data center ecosystems, accelerators not only can process local workloads but also can be shared over the network among many servers and their workloads. To achieve better efficiency in terms of power and execution time, datacenter servers utilize accelerators whether GPUs, FPGAs, or specialized-function ASICs (e.g., Google's tensor processing unit (TPU)). Developing costs and ease of programming are not in favor of the last option. At the same time, both classes of devicesGPUs and FPGAs-can support abundant parallelism, as both have hundreds to thousands of arithmetic units available on each chip. Fully programmable accelerators (e.g., GPUs) excel in delivering far better performance than traditional cores in deep learning and in many scientific applications by leveraging the single-instruction (or thread), multiple-data execution model. However, reconfigurable architectures such as FPGAs offer solutions that consolidate higher computing and energy efficiency. In this direction, high performance computing (HPC) systems integrate reconfigurable fabric into their computing nodes to accelerate datacenter applications [1, 2, 10, 26] . Many challenges are raised for FPGAs in this domain, since, first, the datacenter servers often host multiple applications, each of which may need a separate accelerator. Second, multiple objectives can be intertwined over time, ranging from server-side energy efficiency, to applications short latency and to handling fine-grain or coarse-grain workloads. Moreover, several datacenter applications need tighter monitoring of execution and differentiation of service levels, which requirements push toward access to accelerators' internal monitoring and to enabling dispatching hints in the applications.
Significant effort has been spent in optimizing the communication process between CPU and FPGA accelerators. Traditionally, the most widely used integration method is to connect FPGA accelerators to the CPU via PCIe with accelerators equipped with local, private memory. To illustrate the context, Figure 1 outlines a typical heterogeneous, accelerator-rich system. The acceleratorenhanced (Acc) architecture includes one or more processor cores loosely coupled with many hardware accelerators. Each accelerator may include scratchpad memory (SPM) or private external local memory (LM). Direct memory access (DMA) controllers commonly are responsible for realizing the streaming data communication between the processor(s) and the accelerators. The Catapult fabric [24] attacks PCIe communication latency by avoiding system calls and by modifying the server's memory organization to allocate communication buffers in nonpaged, user-level memory. Other industrial systems that provide FPGA-based supercomputing nodes to accelerate specific application domains (e.g., data mining workloads by Convey HC-1 [2] or financial applications by Maxeler technologies [13] ), minimize data transfer latencies to off-chip accelerators by using compute-communication overlapping with coarse-grain workloads.
Additionally, DMA engines commonly transfer application data from the "slow" CPU path to the accelerator domain realm to process them using their customized hardware engines, and return the results back to the CPU memory system or for further processing by other accelerators or servers. The major challenge for all dominant programming frameworks in datacenter servers that have been streamlined is to minimize the movement of data [23, 24] . For applications that live in user space, an offload process requires copying data via the operating system (OS) to/from the accelerator and manually maintaining data consistency. The value of accelerator-enabled servers is essentially weighed against the cost of the extra data copies that they introduce. Instead of maintaining two copies of data in both host and device address spaces, zero-copy methods, via OS support, have been proposed or unifying virtual addressing between the host CPU and accelerators. However, the latter requires hardware support by I/O memory management units (IOMMUs), which incur overheads that are nontrivial to handle; latency of servicing a TLB miss is significantly higher on a GPU than on a CPU (∼25% [29] ). In addition, to eliminate the data transfer overhead for loosely coupled accelerators (i.e., PCIe-connected GPUs or FPGAs), software solutions suggest to attain high data transfer bandwidth using pinned memory [28] and overlap computations with data transfers [9] . Commonly, the underlying PCIe bus favors bandwidth-oriented applications instead of applications with low-latency and fine-grain interactions. Further, to provide contiguous memory buffers to hardware accelerators via using the kernel's contiguous memory allocation (CMA) is hard to operate with no concerns [20] . Short-or long-lived pinned pages and CMA itself that provides physically contiguous pages at runtime without exclusive reserved memory area are partial and mostly application-specific solutions.
To address these challenges, the major contributions of this work are as follows:
• We optimize dispatching through avoiding user-kernel copies by using direct access to contiguous kernel-space memory or to userspace memory without requiring support by an IOMMU.
• We optimize interrupt management and synchronization via offloading the control functions from the host to hardware custom schedulers.
• We enable support for programmable dispatching, matching the type and size of workload and the servers' needs for energy efficiency to the appropriate type of hardware-threaded accelerators over PCIe. Three different accelerator types are designed, (i) featuring data processing directly from the host CPU memory, (ii) using a discrete external DDR memory shared by many accelerator cores, and (iii) scatter-gather DMA to access directly userspace noncontiguous data. All methods are free from user-kernel-bounce buffer copies.
• We optimize PCIe FPGA-side AXI base address register (BAR) utilization and hostaccelerator address mapping with the goal to support (i) energy-efficient acceleration through powering-off accelerators' local DDR memory, (ii) pipelining workload transfers with accelerators' computations in the case that the DMA throughput exceeds the accelerators processing throughput, and (iii) acceleration for oversized workloads, which apparently cannot be managed in contiguous memory space in the host and require processing in scatter-gather fashion.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, we give an overview of related work. Section 3 presents the design of key components of the proposed infrastructure, and Section 4 describes the policies developed in the kernel driver to dynamically assign jobs to the accelerators. Section 5 analyzes the specific hardware and software components of our infrastructure that allow dynamic monitoring of the accelerators and collection of metrics, which are embedded in an analysis and visualization tool. Section 6, based on a real design, reports on our evaluation in terms of performance, energy, and scaling capacity, and Section 7 concludes our work.
RELATED WORK
Much effort has been invested in integration techniques for accelerator-rich systems examining tightly coupled accelerators (Teimouri et al. [27] target to increase accelerators utilization as they scale) and loosely coupled accelerators, even with varying levels of memory hierarchy [4] . All studies, however, are simulation based instead of using actual platforms. IBM's CAPI [26] architecture enables the FPGA to participate as a cache coherent peer to the CPU without any software intervention and corresponding latency, which is perfect for workloads that need frequent communication with general-purpose cores; however, the CAPI protocol requires CPU awareness (Power8 CPU), and thus we do not further consider this solution for our framework.
Recent studies investigate traditional PCIe-based CPU-FPGA platforms and the latest QPI-based Intel-Altera HARP platform with coherent shared memory [3] . HARP brings tighter accelerator integration to the processor via a unified address space among them, which enables zero copying using pinned host memory. However, the programmer must still use special application programming interfaces (APIs), similar to PCIe type accelerators, to allocate pinned memory space. Whereas Intel HARP favors fine-grain interaction, PCIe-based platforms can catch up with a QPIbased platform if the designer uses batch processing to hide the latency of computation kernel invocation overhead [3] . Moreover, with higher throughput of evolving PCIe standard and several reconfigurable architectures that are increasingly developed for the acceleration of cloud computing applications in data centers [14] , our framework brings important optimization in efficient energy-performance use of FPGA accelerators via PCIe.
Past works in PCIe frameworks present solutions mainly to optimize utilization of PCIe throughput. JetStream [30] and RIFFA 2.1 [11] are capable of reaching 97% of the maximum achievable PCIe link utilization during transfers. RIFFA 2.1 [11] uses PCIe to connect FPGAs to the CPU's system bus while supporting more classes of Xilinx FPGAs, multiple FPGAs in a system, more PCIe link configurations, higher bandwidth, and Linux and Windows OSs. However, user-level control, dynamic mapping of host-accelerator domains, interrupting and adaptation of transferring data to accelerators are hard to develop or not supported at all; this is done to simplify the software API. The EPEE library [7] allows flexible host-FPGA PCIe communication, and developers can access kernel buffers directly, similar to part of our proposed work, which eliminates the memory copy operations between kernel and user buffers. In SAccO [31] , the portable and scalable accelerators are implemented on standard FPGA boards connected via PCIe for accelerating parts of multiprocess streaming applications, where a high-level communication API is provided that uses the same function calls for SW-SW communication via sockets and SW-HW communication via PCIe. Instead, we address the design of adaptive hardware and software mechanisms around PCIe communication bridging and demonstrate actual application-accelerator improved communication, bringing insight to scaling while adapting to either energy or performance. JetStream [30] focuses on optimizing throughput over PCIe for third-generation PCIe and on multi-FPGA hosted accelerators. However, it lacks support for integrating multiaccelerators per FPGA device; this solution assumes a hardware accelerator that is able to use the full PCIe gen3 throughput, which is not always the case. Integration of user logic inside the FPGA requires extra effort than that using the simple PCIe Bridge IP core wrapper provided by Xilinx [32] , as in our framework. Further, the JetStream implements single-and double buffering for source and destination data and zero copy methods, whereas our solution realizes additionally hardware-controlled scatter-gather DMA transfers directly from and to user space and considers the optimal utilization of AXI BAR resources among different on a single board accelerators. In addition, in our framework, hardware schedulers integrated with each accelerator offload the task to monitor data transfers and acceleration progress from the kernel driver, and thus they offer higher performance and energy efficiency. We are very confident that our framework can easily support multiple FPGAs per host.
Finally, only ffLink [5] and our framework notably consider buffer-size constraints in the OS. The CMA in the Linux kernel can provide contiguous buffers on request but is limited to a maximum size of 4MB per allocation, which in turn limits the maximum size of a single DMA transfer to 4MB. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is the only one to consider memory management on the FPGA side in concert with memory management in the host side. Table 1 gives an overview of distinctive features of PCIe-based infrastructures. 1 for loosely coupled devices, including customized hardware accelerators and GPUs, these IOMMUs introduce extra overheads, in many cases, in terms of complexity and power/performance, due to many accesses to page tables in external system memory and the synchronization required [19, 29] . Even though IOMMUs offer hardware-based operation with caching (significantly faster of course than software methods [17] ) and even shared second-level TLB to improve performance [8] , our proposed architecture proves that the IOMMUs are essentially unnecessary in all of our methods. First, for user memory that can be noncontiguous, if we leverage the host CPU's memory management unit (MMU) to perform the virtual to physical translations and pin the pages to memory, then our DMA-extended design inside the scatter-gather type of accelerator transparently provides the physical space to the accelerator. Second, directly placing the data that an offloading process needs inside a kernel's contiguous memory (zero copy) provides the accelerator with IOMMU-free access to a host's physical memory.
ACCELERATOR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The aforementioned challenges call for the development of specialized dispatching mechanisms to enable parallelism, high-throughput data transfers with zero overhead, differentiated service levels, and finally a homogeneous unified API at the programming level. In addition, GPGPU computations seem to fade when considering FPGAs, especially for various compositions of mathematical operations that are computable in streaming dataflows, such as FFT, vision computing, and the recent trend of deep neural networks [21] . Hence, we opted for FPGA-based accelerators for image filtering acceleration via PCIe interconnect.
We selected an application domain that can clearly benefit from customized hardware processing engines-that is, Sobel edge detection of images. Although it is difficult to formalize and apply improvements from domain-specific solutions to the broader field of accelerator-extended system architecture, limiting the impact of such work, we believe that our proposed dispatching methods and cores can provide significant performance and energy improvements over a wide range of applications that are amenable to hardware acceleration. Temporal and spatial access locality of the workloads along with a high computation to data movement ratio can lead to high-performance acceleration. However, as analyzed in Shao et al. [25] , applications with large memory stride, such as FFT, can barely see acceleration benefits. Next, we consider workloads that exhibit streaming behavior.
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To address different perspectives in terms of efficiency, namely energy, latency, performance, and system restrictions such as noncontiguous user address space, we developed three different communication methods to stream data to and from the Sobel hardware accelerator. Beyond designing accelerators that are efficient while addressing multiple objectives (i.e., performance, low energy consumption, optimal memory management), it is equally important to exploit the potential of increased parallelism of FPGA devices (potentially matching the PCIe available bandwidth). However, simply tiling instances of the Sobel hardware accelerator delivers poor scaling and negligible performance gains due to hardware constraints. For example, the Xilinx PCIe Bridge core integrates six AXI BARs for translation between the different physical address space domains, for upstream transfers, initiated by the IP cores inside the FPGA. Moreover, chip sets have limits to the amount of system resources they can allocate, and the PCIe Bridge core must be configured to adhere to these limitations. Hence, we developed particular hardware components that integrate specialized units in addition to the Sobel hardware accelerator, to monitor and manage the acceleration procedure. Thus, we hereby call an acceleration group the main Sobel accelerator wrapped with these control-management units. Depending mostly on the methodology that is used to transfer image data, we developed three optimized acceleration groups:
• Acceleration Group Direct (AGD): Data are fetched directly from the host's kernel-space memory, processed, and sent back in a streaming fashion with zero copying, nor from/to user/kernel memory, or from/to the FPGA's local DDR memory.
• Acceleration Group Indirect (AGI): Data are initially copied from the host's kernel-space memory to the FPGA's local DDR memory, then streamed to the accelerator using the local copy, and finally data are transferred to the host's memory.
• Acceleration Group Scatter/Gather (AGSG): Data are fetched directly from the host's userspace physical memory in chunks of size equal to the host's page size. First, a scatter-gather list is prepared with the physical base addresses of the source pages that contain the source image data and of the target pages that will store the processed image data; then, the accelerator consults this list to process the data.
AGD and AGI accelerators require a userspace application to initially invoke an ioctl system call to request for contiguous memory space and thus avoid the costly copies of image data from user-to kernel space that a traditional driver would perform. AGD is the most energy-efficient and high-performance method, as it utilizes only on-chip buffering. Moreover, AGD is the most powerefficient solution, as it performs zero copies and requires zero off-chip memory space; notice that the power consumed in the Virtex7 device I/O memory interface reaches up to 1.663W with 50% read/50% write cycles at 800MB/s (26% of total device power consumption) as measured by the Vivado Power Estimator tool. However, each AGD requires one AXI base address translation register (BAR) in the PCIe Bridge, reserved during the acceleration process. Interestingly, the PCIe endpoint bridge by Xilinx requires the address space window defined in one AXI BAR to match the size of the kernel space allocated by the CMA. Therefore, we optimize the dispatching methods to initially perform the allocation of the kernel space and then to dynamically program the corresponding AXI BAR region. Thus, to enable truly parallel AGD type accelerators, a dedicated AXI BAR is binded per accelerator.
However, the AGI solution allows decoupling of reserving the PCIe Bridge base address translation registers (BARs) from the actual acceleration process; hence, multiple Sobel image accelerators can run in parallel working on their LM data copies that reside in the FPGA off-chip DDR3 memory, whereas new applications transfer new images in this local DDR3 memory. Each AGD accelerator requires a dedicated AXI BAR for read and writes, whereas many AGI Sobel accelerators share two AGI AXI BARs through a CDMA IP core. Finally, similar to AGI, AGSG uses one AXI BAR for reads The hardware constraints (i.e., FPGA capacity, PCIe throughput) and the requirements for differentiated dispatching steered to the development of a multiobjective accelerator through integrating two AGD, four AGI, and one AGSG hardware accelerator groups in a Xilinx Virtex7 device (VC707 platform). Table 3 lists the involved hardware cores for each acceleration group.
The acceleration groups are complemented with miscellaneous IP cores to facilitate efficient interrupt handling and accelerator system monitoring. The functionality of these cores is briefly presented next:
• The AXI Memory Map to PCIe (PCIe Bridge) [32] is an important controller that acts as a protocol and address translation bridge for the data transfers between the host's PCIe infrastructure and the FPGA's AXI4-interconnected components. The AXI4 Memory Mapped to PCI Express core translates the AXI4 memory read or writes to PCIe transaction layer packets (TLPs) using up to six 64-bit BARs and translates PCIe memory read and write request TLP packets to AXI4 interface commands using up to three 64-bit BARs. Please notice that it is compliant only to PCIe second generation.
• The Microblaze soft processor is mainly used to initialize the acceleration groups and the rest of the peripheral cores. Together with an interrupt controller, it serves interrupts triggered either by a FPGA peripheral or by an external source over PCIe.
• The GPIO peripherals are utilized to provide interrupt support over the PCIe Bridge. These GPIO peripherals are (i) GPIO PCIe Interrupt In, (ii) GPIO MSI, and (iii) GPIO MSI Read. We developed and integrated a specific mechanism in our infrastructure to tackle deficiencies of the PCIe Bridge and of the Linux kernel to provide interrupt support in both directions, to/from the accelerators. The use of MSI interrupts makes it possible for a PCIe endpoint device to support sending up to 32 different interrupts on the basis of the vector number of the MSI. Thus, the kernel driver must handle up to 32 different conditions. In some cases, however, the Linux kernel does not support multiple MSI handling (e.g., Linaro Stable Kernel (LSK) for ARM/ARM64 within microserver environments). In such cases, the vector value written to the GPIO MSI Upstream peripheral's second channel output is also copied to the GPIO MSI Read peripheral input channel. The kernel driver receives a single MSI of zero vector value, and the kernel interrupt handler reads the number that is stored at the data register of the GPIO MSI Read core. Then the kernel invokes the appropriate routine according to this value. When the acceleration groups complete a task, they generate interrupts and write a vector value in dedicated registers in the Interrupt Manager. This block checks in a round-robin manner for completed jobs and generates the corresponding MSI through the GPIO MSI peripheral. The Interrupt Manager triggers MSI interrupts to the kernel driver ensuring zero loss of interrupts. The Interrupt Manager guarantees elimination of synchronization side effects of MSI interrupts between the bridge and kernel-side interrupt handling when concurrent acceleration completions take place. Table 4 gives an overview of the prominent properties of each acceleration group. Hence, instead of focusing on increasing the performance of an FPGA accelerator, via intraparallelism, or focusing on adding extra lanes or moving to more advanced PCIe gen version, we focus on optimizing the objectives shown in the three rightmost columns in the following way: we opted for establishing a combination of all attributes instead of using a baseline based in either of these groups and attempting to optimize this baseline. Note that we have not considered partial reconfiguration, which is among our future plans.
Acceleration Groups
All three categories of acceleration groups include a DMA block, the main Sobel Accelerator, and an AXI Performance Monitor (APM) unit. A DMA engine is an optimized hardware solution that offloads a processor by making large data transfers from one memory location to another. The DMA of this implementation is specialized for streaming large data packets through acceleration units. As shown in Figure 2(a) , it is equipped with two AXI master memory-map interfaces, one for reading and another for writing, and two AXI stream interfaces, one as an output and the other as an input. Its standard functions involve the following:
(1) Read and fetch input data from a source memory to its internal buffer through the MM2S (Memory Map to Stream) AXI master interface (2) Forward input data through the AXI stream output interface to the target acceleration unit (3) Receive output data through the AXI stream input interface to its internal buffer from the acceleration unit (4) Write output data from the internal buffer to a destination memory through the S2MM (Stream to Memory Map) AXI master interface.
In most cases, where large transactions take place, data are transferred in smaller chunks and the preceding states are repeated until all data are processed.
The Sobel Accelerator, as shown in Figure 2 (b), is the unit responsible for processing image data by applying Sobel edge detection filtering. It is paired with a DMA core using two AXI stream interfaces to fetch and send data. Once the Sobel core receives the three first rows of the image data from the DMA, it produces one row of the filtered image. Afterward, it produces one filtered row by using the available data from the three more recent rows stored in its internal buffer.
The AXI Performance Monitor (APM) unit monitors the DMA AXI master (MM2S/Read) interface, the Sobel AXI Stream output interface, and the DMA AXI master (S2MM/Write) interface. Monitoring the number of transactions and the total transferred bytes in each of these interfaces can be vital to ensure integrity and reliability of data transfers during an acceleration procedure, and it is also a means to gather statistical metrics.
AGD Accelerator
The key ideas in the design of accelerators include first the separation of the computation function from the overall dispatching method. Thus, although we developed an image filter accelerator, essentially streaming type exhibiting data parallelism are applicable as well. Second, a key principle is to include the control plane of the accelerator, so as to free the processor for useful work. The AGD component, as shown in Figure 3 , includes a customized controller that we hereby call the Acceleration Scheduler Direct core. This core controls the acceleration process after the corresponding kernel driver signals a new job. The controller-scheduler initiates the following sequence of operations: (i) it enables the metrics counters and the global clock counter of the APM, (ii) it initiates the Sobel Accelerator, (iii) it initiates the DMA transfers and monitors the DMA copying completion, (iv) it gathers metrics from the APM and the shared timer (APM), and (iv) it informs the Interrupt Manager peripheral to generate MSI interrupts. Figure 4 shows the AGI component, which also integrates a specialized controller, hereby named the Acceleration Scheduler Indirect core, which controls part of the acceleration procedure. The activities during its operation involve the following: (i) it initializes acceleration information in the Fetch/Send Info Memory Blocks, (ii) it enables the metrics counters and global clock counter of the APM, (iii) it initiates the Sobel Accelerator, (iv) it initiates DMA transfers, and (v) it gathers metrics from the APM and the shared timer (APM).
AGI Accelerator
Central Direct Memory Access (CDMA) is a hardware unit specialized to make large data transfers from one memory location to another using AXI burst transfers. The AGI acceleration procedure requires two CDMAs (Send and Fetch) to support concurrent read and write transactions and on top can program the AXI BARs independently.
The Fetch/Send Info Memory Block consist of four sets of three registers, and each set stores the source and destination address and the transfer size in bytes. Each set of registers is dedicated to each of the four AGIs, respectively. The Fetch Scheduler checks in round-robin priority if an AGI has requested a CDMA transfer through its set of registers inside the Fetch Info Memory Block and initiates a CDMA transfer. In addition, this scheduler (i) controls the AXI translation registers of the PCIe Bridge, (ii) triggers the Acceleration Scheduler Indirect core on completion of a CDMA (Fetch) transfer, and (iii) gathers metrics from the shared timer (APM). The Send Scheduler functions almost identically to the Fetch Scheduler. It only differs in that it informs the Interrupt Manager peripheral to generate an MSI interrupt after the completion of a CDMA (Send) transfer; this completion also signals the completion of a corresponding AGI acceleration procedure.
AGSG Accelerator
The AGSG component is designed with the key principle to handle input and output data organized in pages in userspace memory, and essentially without the need of an IOMMU, yet providing the accelerator access to the user's virtual address space. The AGSG is equipped with two different schedulers, where the primary one is the Acceleration Scheduler Scatter/Gather core that controls the whole acceleration process (Figure 5 ), which means that it starts the Sobel, starts the DMA scheduler, and monitors the process. The secondary one is the DMA Scatter/Gather Scheduler, which controls the DMA's MM2S and S2MM channels: it reads the physical address of each page of a userspace source memory from a scatter/gather list and initiates the DMA MM2S channel to fetch the data of a page each time until all pages are received. Identically, for the outcome data, it reads the physical address of each page of a userspace destination memory from a scatter/gather list and initiates the DMA S2MM channel to send the processed data page by page. It also handles DMA MM2S/S2MM interrupts on completion of each transferred page. Two AXI BARs in the PCIe Bridge are dedicated to facilitate concurrent flow of incoming and outgoing data.
In detail, the sequence of operations is as follows. The userspace application allocates two memory areas for storing the initial image data and the processed image data, respectively. Then the application requests from the driver through an ioctl system call to create two scatter/gather lists with the physical addresses of all pages that constitute the two allocated memories in the userspace. The driver directly transfers the two scatter/gather lists over the PCIe to an AXI BRAM inside the FPGA system. Then the driver activates the Acceleration Scheduler Scatter/Gather core to initiate the acceleration procedure; this means that this core starts the Sobel Accelerator and then starts the DMA Scatter/Gather Scheduler.
The DMA Scatter/Gather Scheduler reads the physical address of each source page from the AXI BRAM and configures the AXI BAR4 translation register of the PCIe Bridge with that base address; it then starts the DMA MM2S channel to read data directly from the current page of the userspace source memory. Concurrently, the DMA Scatter/Gather Scheduler reads the physical address of each destination page from the AXI BRAM, sets the AXI BAR5 translation register of the PCIe Bridge with that address, and starts the DMA S2MM channel to write processed data directly to the current page of the userspace destination memory.
The DMA performs read burst transactions from its MM2S channel over PCIe directly from the source userspace memory where the image data are located and streams the data through the Sobel Accelerator page by page. The Acceleration Scheduler Scatter/Gather core receives an interrupt from the DMA Scatter/Gather Scheduler on completion of the acceleration and informs the Interrupt Manager to send an MSI interrupt through PCIe to inform the kernel driver for the event, which in turn sends a signal to inform the userspace application that the acceleration procedure is completed.
ACCELERATOR ACCESS POLICIES
To submit jobs to the accelerators, userspace programs must interface a kernel driver, which ultimately accesses the image filter accelerator groups in the FPGA. In general, by means of extending a typical programming model, the kernel-space driver copies the image data in contiguous kernelspace memory, if the data size adheres to the limitation of 4MBytes (otherwise, the AGSG is automatically selected), and then, by using PCIe-DMA transactions, the driver starts the hardware Sobel Accelerator. We developed two policies inside the kernel driver, namely the Greedy Single and the Greedy Partition , which affect the way the acceleration groups are distributed and shared in a multithreaded environment. However, since the main focus of this article is not the scheduling of hardware resources, we refrain from extended system-level management of the different accelerating methods. Hardware schedulers have been employed to guarantee bounded response times [16] and to manage variable-size workloads [18] or software orchestrators to provide adaptive resource usage in view of changing application requirements [6] .
The scheduling principle of the Greedy Single policy is to strictly assign a single accelerator to a userspace process that requested image acceleration. For each new acceleration request, the driver must choose from the most effective among all acceleration groups of the FPGA system (seven in our platform), where the effectiveness metric is the inverse of the latency cost for an acceleration task. The AGDs are proved to require the lower completion time and the AGSG the higher one. As shown in Figure 6 , the driver checks to find the first available acceleration group in the following order:
AGD0→AGD1→AGI0→AGI1→AGI2→AGI3→AGSG
The state, occupied or available, for every acceleration group is monitored by maintaining status flags inside the driver. If the driver finds an available group, it changes the state of its corresponding flag to "occupied" and activates the acceleration group. The flag will only change its state to "available" inside an interrupt routine, which is triggered on completion of the acceleration procedure. This mechanism ensures that the acceleration group will be explicitly locked to a userspace process until the latter is served.
Given the capacity of the accelerator groups to parallelize not only discrete userspace jobs but also to parallelize a single job, the goal of the Greedy Partition policy is to occupy as many acceleration groups as possible on a user request for image processing. The image in this case will be split in equal parts and accelerated by more than one Sobel processing unit in a concurrent manner. In the Greedy Partition policy, the driver searches and assigns all acceleration groups that are found available.
On a new request, the driver searches to occupy the largest number of available acceleration groups for a single process, according to their state flags following the same order as in the Greedy Single policy. However, in the Greedy Partition strategy, only AGD and AGI groups are considered to process workloads that are partitioned. AGSG requires special handling due to using userspace memory allocation, which memory is chunked in pages, and thus it is only occupied if no other acceleration group is found available.
The driver, similarly, changes the status flags for each available group to "occupied" and starts the acceleration groups after they are given information regarding the size and the offset in memory where the image partition, which they are going to process, is located. Each acceleration group that processes its assigned image partition triggers an interrupt routine inside the driver, which changes the state of its flag to "available." The process is considered served after all corresponding occupied groups become available.
ACCELERATOR SYSTEM EVALUATION
By integrating mechanisms to collect performance measurements at runtime, we provide metrics that not only allow precise evaluation of the accelerators but also help to further develop prediction algorithms and self-adaptive and/or orchestrating techniques. To efficiently monitor the acceleration system requires gathering metrics in both the software and hardware layers, namely the userspace application, the kernel driver, and the FPGA acceleration units.
At the hardware level, each acceleration group is equipped with an AXI Performance Monitor (APM) unit, which uses special hooks to sniff AXI transactions over the DMA AXI master (MM2S/Read) interface, the Sobel AXI Stream output interface, and the DMA AXI master (S2MM/Write) interface. In addition, to support timing analysis, an extra APM (Shared APM) is introduced as part of the FPGA to serve as a global timer, which is exposed through the PCIe BARs to the kernel driver and the userspace. Thus, not only is it used by the hardware system but is also is shared by the software components. The acceleration groups occupy special hardware schedulers, which also collect transfer measurements from their dedicated APM and time snapshots from the Shared APM regarding FPGA events.
The userspace applications and the driver use the Shared APM to take time snapshots during the acceleration procedure. The PCIe BARs of the PCIe Bridge make the AXI address space of the Shared APM available to the host system. An application creates multiple threads to accelerate image data. Initially, each thread requests from the driver through ioctl calls to allocate shared memory in kernel space that will be used during the execution of the thread to store the measurements that refer to its own acceleration process. Each thread captures the following measurements:
(1) The preparation time, which refers to allocating the necessary kernel space memory to store the pre-and postprocessed image data (2) A starting time snapshot to calculate the total duration of the acceleration at the end (3) The latency cost to load the image from the storage device to the kernel space memory.
The driver also captures the time duration that the thread remained in sleep state if no acceleration group was found available.
The acceleration schedulers of every active acceleration group collect the following measurements:
• Transferred read/write bytes and total read/write transactions • Time duration for CDMA fetch/send transfers for any occupied AGI.
These measurements are stored in a specific offset of a local BRAM, independently for each acceleration group. A hardware interrupt signals the completion of an image acceleration and triggers the corresponding driver interrupt routine that is assigned to the acceleration group. The driver interrupt routine searches a singly linked list to find the measurements memory partition allocated to the process that occupied the acceleration group. Then it copies the appropriate measurements from the FPGA BRAM to the metrics collection of the corresponding process. In addition, it takes a time snapshot to signal the endpoint of the acceleration itself. Figure 7 outlines the dynamic monitoring methodology. On completion of the acceleration, the process captures the time duration required for saving the processed image and takes a last time snapshot to calculate the total time of the whole procedure. Finally, all measurements are stored from the kernel memory to an .xml file, which can later be used for data analysis and time visualization.
System Analysis
To analyze the system behavior in depth, to break down the overall offloading latency in subcomponents and tune each partial operation, we developed a special timing analysis tool that uses .xml files to export statistics and charts, and to subsequently visualize the events that take place during the acceleration procedure.
The analysis tool classifies the events/metrics according to the thread they correspond to. The visualization is based on the events, depicted as rectangles in a timeline according to the duration of each event. There is a dedicated timeline for each thread in the .xml file. Table 5 summarizes the metrics that are captured by the integrated hardware monitors. By gathering and combining the size of transferred data, the duration of the events, and the exact timing, we can extract statistics to analyze and optimize the following:
• Acceleration group utilization • Acceleration group throughput • Minimum, average, and peak latency per job • PCIe throughput for each Tx and Rx channel • Accelerator LM (DDR3) throughput • Acceleration group concurrency. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the major analysis windows that visualizes the breakdown of latencies for four threads that continuously offload jobs (Sobel filtering of 1280 × 720-size images) to the accelerators using the Greedy Partition strategy. Sleep time refers to he interval that one thread is put to sleep and in the tail position of a pending queue in the kernel driver when all accelerators are occupied. Notice that in the case that the driver assigns one of the AGI accelerators to a thread that is removed from the queue and is ready to offload the job, there appears a blank interval after the sleep interval in some situations (e.g., threads 12749, 12747); this is due to the CDMA that is Fig. 8 . Analysis view of a run of four threads using the Greedy Partition policy. The plot is truncated to the first 100ms for clarity; currently, metrics are used for debugging and performance evaluation purposes, but the driver can also exploit metrics to differentiate service at runtime.
shared among AGIs and already used by another thread. The PCIe throughput of each Tx and Rx channel is the instant cumulative throughput of the direct, scatter-gather acceleration groups and of the CDMA engine that is needed by the indirect groups. Figure 8 also depicts the instant DDR3 throughput, which is the cumulative throughput due to the AGI0-AGI3 accelerators. Fig. 9 . Organization of the multithreaded, multiobjective accelerator system over PCIe using two AGD, four AGI, and one AGSG accelerator groups.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND HARDWARE COSTS
Due to FGPA space and PCIe AXI BARs constraints, we integrated two AGD, four AGI, and a single AGSG accelerators as Figure 9 shows. Each type of accelerator (AGD, AGI, and AGSG) uses one pair of AXI BARs to utilize the six available AXI BARs of the PCIe Bridge. The throughput required by a single Sobel processing engine core is almost 343MB/s, and thus we utilized a PCIe Gen2x4 mode connection that can provide 2GB/s throughput with the 8b/10b coding and using a maximum payload size (MPS) of 256B; this configuration delivers a theoretical throughput of 1,855MB/s (74.2%) [12] . The PCIe Bridge throughput is matched with the total DMA throughput of the system, which is split to 350MB/s for each AGD accelerator, 250MB/s for the AGSG accelerator, and almost to 1GB/s for the AGI CDMA. The initially synthesized Sobel core (via using the Vivado HLS tools) is only 4.6% of the size of an accelerator group (695 LUTs out of 19,160) but delivers only 47MB/s throughput. Instead of integrating multiple low-throughput acceleration groups, we opted for an optimized singlecore design that features 16 parallel Sobel operators (also called kernel convolvers), resulting in a 343MB/s processing capacity and with 43% of the area cost of an accelerator group. Initially, the input streaming interface fetches three lines of data before the operators start processing the Note: Notice that total latency refers to the actual total delay that the application experiences.
partition of data that corresponds to each of them. To avoid internal copies of data when the DMA fetches a new row of pixels, we designed virtual indexes to the three rows of data that are active during processing; after the current bunch of pixel rows completes, the new rows are immediately renamed to allow the operators to continue working on the new data. This technique delivered a significant improvement in performance, whereas plain tiling of parallel Sobel operators only gives little (sublinear) bandwidth improvement. Finally, the system includes a MicroBlaze CPU, responsible for initializing all components and resetting the shared timer when commanded by the kernel driver. The driver can send an interrupt to the FPGA monitoring system to reinitialize the global accelerators' platform time.
Individual Accelerator Evaluation
In this section, we start our evaluation with the goal to analyze how the latency of the kernel system calls and the communication of the driver with each individual accelerator impacts the computation capacity of the accelerator from the perspective of the application that waits for the processed data. In this direction, we capture metrics by activating only a single accelerator at a time, and by using the kernel driver to send datasets that scale in size from a tiny image of 32 ×32 pixels up to an HD image. By introducing a tiny image (4KB), we observe the result of the preceding overheads that dominate the accelerator latency. As Table 6 summarizes the results of this evaluation strategy for all methods, the benefit of the accelerator in terms of performance is clear as the amount of data grows. The total latencies shown have a standard deviation that is almost the same for the AGD and AGI accelerators, at 9.8 and 12.3, respectively, and a deviation that scales from 14.6 to 250.8 for the AGSG case; AGSG is more sensitive to the OS. The total latency can be roughly decomposed to the accelerator latency, to the data transfers, and to the interaction with the OS (kernel driver calls, interrupt handling, etc.). Figure 10 abstracts the details of each subprocess and dataflow for each accelerator type. Of course, the role of the accelerator controller differs across each type. The AGD and AGSG are located in the shaded box, whereas an ADI also includes the CDMA and accesses the external DDR3 memory. The left side of Figure 11 depicts the impact of the OS, which is significant for small amounts of data, and in the case of the AGSG group, due to the virtual to physical translation of the user pages for the source and destination data.
To capture the operational intensity of each accelerator method against the memory traffic and against the communication activity, we collected the actual latency of each computation engine (i.e., of each Sobel core), when it is activated, and the total latency of each offload process to complete. Hence, similar to the roofline model, commonly used to depict the peak platform performance and potential bottlenecks [22, 33] , we plot the gathered metrics for the various workloads in the roofline graph on the right. As shown on the right side of Figure 11 , the AGD group exhibits the best ratio as the workload scales. However, the AGI accelerator experiences low ratio with increasing data because of the unavoidable transfers from and to the local DDR3; this latency also scales up with the data size. Hence, in comparison to the ADI group, the AGSG group, although it requires more "effort" by the OS initially, the direct data transfers from the user pages compensates the overhead of virtual to physical address space translation. Finally, it is important to note that applications with a large gap between the accelerator computation throughput (i.e., operational intensity) and data transfer bandwidth and OS latency suffer more performance impact from data transfer and kernel driver latencies. Figure 12 shows the comparative performance when executing Sobel acceleration on HD images of 1280 × 720 pixels (720p). We used the Greedy Single and Greedy Partition policies that the driver enforces to handle job dispatching of multithreaded applications. After extensive verification through thousands of tests (each test case tested 100 times for a total of 12,000 runs), Figure 12 summarizes the average latency of a single image in the left plot and the accelerators system throughput in the right plot when the workload scales from 1 to 32 images. For reference, a single threaded Sobel application has a latency of 64ms to complete on the host, an Intel Xeon E3-1246 v3, 8MB cache at 3.5GHz, with 16GB DDR3 clocked at 1,866MHz and runs Debian (Jessie), 3.16.0-4-amd64 kernel. Notice that the Greedy Partition scenario is an optimum solution when we have concurrent acceleration requests by one or two threads, whereas the rest of the cases exhibit minor performance differences in both policies.
Full Accelerator System Evaluation
For the two dispatching policies, Figure 13 shows the PCIe average and peak throughput in the left plot and the accelerators' DDR3 average and peak throughput in the right plot. Notice that for the Greedy Single policy, the DDR3 is never used in the case of one or two threads, as only the AGD accelerators are activated. In all cases, the average measurements are much smaller compared to the peak values due to the size of the images, of which the size leaves small possibilities to find many accelerators idle and thus simultaneously activate them. Even in the case of the Greedy Partition strategy, in which accelerators process portions of the same image, peak throughput of PCIe and of DDR3 traffic is rarely reached; as shown in Table 6 , a large fraction of time to process an image is consumed by the CDMA fetch and send operations. Hence, even though we used two such copy engines, the four accelerators of the AGI group are still not fully utilized. Figure 14 shows the system throughput in terms of jobs per second for both policies. The leftmost plot refers to workloads of only HD images. The Greedy Single strategy delivers better scaling when the threads that utilize the accelerators are less than the total number of accelerators. It is notable, however, that for significantly larger thread numbers, both policies deliver similar throughput. The plots in the middle and on the right show how the system throughput scales for workloads of different size for VGA images (640 × 480) and QVGA images (320 × 240). Metric jobs per second is normalized to that of a single thread. As expected, the Greedy Single policy scales better as the data size becomes smaller. Table 7 summarizes the area cost of each accelerator group and of the full FPGA system. All special-purpose components (schedulers and accelerators) are developed using Vivado High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools. Each acceleration group consumes equivalent resources, whereas the scheduling and control components overwhelm the cost of the Sobel Accelerator itself. The accelerator system operates at 125MHz using 128 bit wide data paths internally. Despite the modest clock frequency, the aggregate processing capacity of the accelerators is matched to the supported throughput of the PCIe Gen2 x4 lanes. After implementing the design on the VC707 platform, we collected power figures using the Vivado reporting power; on the basis of a typical process and 50% switching activity, the total on-chip power is 5.063 W. To estimate the usage of only AGD-type accelerators, we imported this configuration in the Xilinx XPE power estimator, and by disabling the I/O pins for the DDR3, the power is reduced by almost 20% (4.037 W).
Using the power figures and the breakdown of resources as depicted in Table 7 , we calculate the power of each accelerator including the required circuitry (dynamic), the transceivers power, the I/O, and the chip leakage, proportionally to the percentage of area. Then, from the actual host, which is enabled with the accelerators platform, we collected the utilization of each accelerator group and the duration that is active with a precision of nanoseconds, via the hardware monitors and via our analysis-visualization tools. The intensity of the activity of the accelerators when iterating for 20 jobs for all active threads is normalized to the workload of a single thread that utilizes only one specific accelerator group (i.e., AGD, AGI, or AGSG). Therefore, we extracted the energy required by each accelerator group when scaling the workload from 20 jobs for a single thread up to a total of 640 jobs dispatched by 32 threads. Figure 15 shows the summary of the collected measurements for the utilization percentage and the corresponding consumed energy inside the FPGA device. It is important to note that the energy consumed by the external DDR3 in the AGI case is not depicted in the plot. Due to the applied policies, the Greedy Single is more efficient for small workloads, as it utilizes the AGD groups more, whereas for large workloads, both policies have similar effects, with the accelerator subsystem energy to be consumed mostly by the AGI accelerators, even though the AGD usage dominates the distribution of jobs due to the adopted offload strategies.
Consequently, the proposed design variants allow the system to dynamically adjust the performance and energy consumption of the data center on the basis of runtime energy constraints, Fig. 15 . Breakdown of accelerator system energy for Greedy Single and Greedy Partition policies when scaling the number of threads. For the utilization of the accelerator groups as shown in the left plots, total device (XC7VX485T) energy is plotted on the right graphs; notice that the DDR3 energy required by the AGI groups is not included.
for extending performance, are indispensable to address diverse requirements for a multitude of workloads. Today, thanks to high-level synthesis tools, accelerator-centric design is easier and more widely used than ever before. By matching communication methods over PCIe to workload characteristics and system constraints, and by exploiting scheduling and parallelized, pipelined DMA transfers, all controlled by hardware customized components at the FPGA fabric side, we demonstrated a high-performance FPGA accelerating system suitable for efficient acceleration of computation-intensive tasks of streaming applications.
Today, common hardware accelerators, as expected, accelerate computation greatly while leaving communication, control, and programmability mostly intact. We demonstrated that tackling CPU-accelerator overheads, such as user-kernel copies, costly IOMMUs, and interrupt management, and dynamically adapting accelerator resources to the needs of datacenter applications are key important factors that accelerator designers can successfully address. At the same time, the CPU is relieved from the responsibility of orchestrating the entire system, including synchronization of accelerators and DMAs for coordinated data access and data processing. Overall, the proposed framework that is open sourced at http://isca.teicrete.gr/self-adaptive-hsa/ is the first, to our knowledge, to ease the burden of both integrating multiple accelerators (based on standard Xilinx AXI PCIe Bridge cores), freeing from intricacies of PCIe protocol, and the burden of selecting the optimal communication method at the programmer side, given the variable needs of datacenter workloads. Although we selected image filtering as the baseline application domain in this article for its streaming data communication model between the processor(s) and the accelerators, the key insights of this work are applicable to other domains with modest adjustments.
Our future plans involve exploration with different architectural organizations of the accelerator groups (e.g., two AGSGs and AGDs) and the development of additional policies, mostly in
